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Introduction
• Brighamia is a genus of Hawaiian lobeliads; B. rockii is 

endemic to Moloka’i, while B. insignis is endemic to 

Ni’ihau and Kauai’i, and is extinct in the wild 

(communication, Seana Walsh)

• Several metapopulations maintained in collections, 

mostly as living collections

• High rates of inbreeding depression and genetic drift 

within collections, lack of coordinated breeding system 

between institutions (Fant et al., 2016)

• Impacts to genetic diversity and fitness, complications 

for future re-introductions (Walsh 2015; Wood et al., 

2020)

• The purpose of this project is to understand the 

impacts of ex situ conservation on the genetic 

diversity of the species

Figure 1: Myself holding B. insignis from the Chicago Botanic 

Garden’s living collection (left) and a picture of B. insignis in the 

wild, taken by Kenneth R. Wood, 2005 (right). 

Methods and Materials
DNA extractions

• Dry leaf tissue from living collections represent modern 

populations; extracted using DNeasy Plant Mini Kit

• Herbarium samples represented the extinct wild 

populations; extracted using CTAB

DNA amplification

• 6 microsatellites were amplified using standard PCR 

protocol

DNA sequencing 

• Amplified microsatellites loci were sequenced using the 

Beckman-Coulter CEQ-8000 electrophoretic 

sequencing

• Data were scored with Fant et al. 2019 as a reference 

for the allele size ranges

Data analysis

• GenAlEx program was used to analyze data

• Ran frequency by population, private allele, and 

pairwise fst analyses

• Compared ex situ and herbarium specimen of B. rockii

and B. insignis

Results Discussion
Brighamia insignis

• Due to a relatively small number of Brighamia insignis 

herbarium samples, conclusions are considered 

preliminary

• Ex-situ populations extensively sampled; several 

alleles that have gone missing from modern 

populations (Figure 2), demonstrating loss of valuable 

genetic diversity

• Mean diversity not significantly different between wild 

(herbarium) and modern (ex-situ) (Figure 3)

• Large significant difference in inbreeding depression 

coefficient; ex-situ population has a much higher 

amount of inbreeding than herbarium population 

(Figure 4)

• Conservation and breeding programs should focus on 

preserving existing diversity, prevent further loss (Fant 

et al., 2016)

Brighamia rockii

• Has also experienced loss in alleles in collections 

(Figure 2)

• No significant loss in the mean diversity between wild 

(herbarium) and modern (ex-situ) populations (figure 3)

• No significant difference in inbreeding coefficient (figure 

4)

• Not considered extinct in the wild (Bruegmann, 2003), 

still possible to introduce alleles into collections for 

conservation

• Maintain existing diversity with proper breeding 

programs (Fant et al., 2016)

• Herbaria are valuable source of genetic material for 

extinct plants and populations, require specific protocols
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Figure 2: Comparing the frequency 

and number of alleles in two target 

loci (B46 and B05) across two 

populations of Brighamia insignis 

and Brighamia rockii. 

In B. insignis, there are 

several alleles in each loci found in 

the herbarium population that are 

absent from the modern ex-situ 

population (B46 alleles 230, 250, 

252; B05 alleles 181, 189). 

Additionally, B05 alleles 197 and 

201 are found in much higher 

frequency in the herbarium 

population. 

Similarly, various alleles of 

both loci in B. rockii are found in the 

herbarium population that are not 

present in ex-situ (B46 allele252; 

B05 alleles 181, 187, 191), while 

B05 alleles 203 and 205 have a 

much greater frequency in 

herbarium populations.  

Figure 3: Comparing the mean heterozygosity for all target loci 

per population, as a measure of diversity among populations. 

The genetic diversity of B. insiginis herbarium population is 

not significantly different from that in the ex-situ population. 

Similarly, B. rockii does not have significant difference in 

diversity between the two populations. 
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Figure 4: Comparing the inbreeding depression coefficient 

between populations of B. insignis populations and between B. 

rockii populations. 

The ex-situ population of B. insignis has a significantly 

higher inbreeding depression coefficient than the herbarium 

population. 

There is no significant difference between populations of 

B. rockii.


